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[u-bit #19200228]

18:00:14      quick MCS baby, quick view of boy walking on porch, quick CS              [sound-narration
                    mother sticking safety pin into baby’s diaper, CS face of baby in               and music]
                    baby carriage, mother closing safety pin in baby’s diaper, CS face
                    of mother smiling and talking toward camera lens, CS baby’s face
                    in carriage, views of mother wheeling baby in carriage along sidewalk
                    and across street before trolley passing by
18:01:04      views of boys in school safety patrol holding signs: “Caution - Johnstown
                    Motor Club” on streets in front of students helping them to cross various
                    streets including one in front of school without getting hit by autos
-18:02:29     (1930s)

18:02:29      woman at home passing wet laundry through rollers of hand                     [sound-narration]
-18:02:39     operated washing machine  <narrator speaking about accidents                [more complete
                    at home>                                                                                                  images below
                                                                                                                                    but silent
                                                                                                                                    18:45:48-18:46:06]

18:02:39       MSs people in audience                                                                           [sound-narration]

18:02:42       CS man narrating from above speaking toward camera lens: “...               [sound]
-18:02:45     Always Be Careful”                                                                                  [also see below
                                                                                                                                    18:34:48-1835:06]

18:02:45      Hospital Day - May 12th -  Florence Nightingale’s Birthday                    [sound-with]
18:02:55      - still drawing of “Florence Nightingale”, ambulance driving up to            narration]
                    hospital, man on stretcher being carried out of ambulance into hospital,
                    man on stretcher with bandage on his hand being examined by doctor
                    and nurse, blood being put into vial, views of nurses in lab with
                    one nurse looking at slide under microscope
18:03:52      doctor examining baby girl with stethoscope, girl crying
18:04:04      patient being prepared for operation, doctors operating on man’s foot
18:04:23      nurse with child on crutches wearing leg supports (polio?), family
                    watching doctor examining girl’s foot at “Clinic For Crippled Children”,
                    doctor examining baby’s head, hospital exterior, views of nurses and
                    teacher in class, nurse putting oxygen mask on woman, doctors with
                    newborn, two nurses with newborn in baby ward

18:05:45      mother in bed with newborn laying on top of her                                       [also see below
-18:05:55                                                                                                                     18:26:35-18:27:31]

18:05:55      exteriors of various hospitals, group of nurses walking into hospital
-18:06:20     (1930s)  [George E. Gore Productions]
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18:06:20      Science                                                                                                    [sound-with
-18:07:12     model airplane supported by string being hit by laboratory lighting           narration]
                    during Westinghouse lab test in Pittsburgh, man examining airplane
                    and seeing no damage, unprotected miniature house being hit
                    by laboratory lighting, house on fire, protected miniature house being
                    hit by lightening, top of auto with man in driver’s seat being hit by
                    lightning and also lightning visible on tire, picture frame with
                    photograph of “Mother-In-Law” falling off wall after explosion
                    (1930s)  [Produced by George E. Gore, Johnstown, PA]
                    [Described by Lowell Thomas]  [Movietone News]

18:07:18      cameraman cranking camera on top of van with sign on it’s side:              [sound-music]
-18:07:26     “George Gore Productions”

18:07:26      “Photographed By George E. Gore - Jamestown, Pa.”
-18:07:29

18:07:29      Johnstown floods -                                                                                   [sound-narration]
-18:08:14     AERIALS of floods, LS people on bridge watching angry river,               [also below
                    views of debris in flooded streets, AERIALS of flood                               18:09:21-18:09:59]

18:08:14      titles: “Floods Again!”, “Disaster!”, “Destruction!”,                                 [sound-narration]
-18:08:22     “Devastation!”, “Death!”, “1936”

18:08:22      “Johnstown, PA”                                                                                      [sound-narration
                    - AERIAL of flooded city, flooded streets, destroyed houses,                   and music]
18:09:06       cameraman cranking camera
18:09:10       wrecked bridge

18:09:21       AERIALS of floods, LS people on bridge watching angry river,              [also above
-18:09:59     views of debris in flooded streets, AERIALS of flood                              18:07:29-18:08:14]

18:09:59      views of wrecked trolley and autos and piano, flooded city, debris
                    in streets, cars, people cleaning up, men loading furniture on truck
18:12:21      “American Red Cross” - school exterior, views of people sleeping on
                    cots in gym, children in line to get milk, MCS woman serving beans
                    from large pot onto paper plate, views of children and adults eating,
                    views of National Guard helping to clean up, views of people in line
-18:14:09     for food with snow falling, police patrol wagon  [Movietone News]
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18:14:16       audience of children in movie theater including African-American            [silent]
-18:14:19     girl and boy

18:14:19      “10,000 Fans Pack The Point Stadium To See Babe Ruth And The           [silent]
-18:16:24     N.Y. Yankees” - PAN across crowd in stands with policemen in
                    foreground, PAN of Yankee team posing including Babe Ruth,
                    PAN of other team posing with “J” on their uniforms (for Johnstown?),
                    three men in suits posing, PAN of crowd in stands, Ruth and others sitting
                    in dugout, player walking by carrying two bats with crowd in stands in
                    background, MCS people in stands, Ruth leaning on pole in dugout,
                    Lou Gehrig batting, three men in business suits posing, Ruth batting,
                    game action, crowd leaving stadium  (1920s or 1930s)

18:16:25       audience of children including African-American girl and boy in               [silent]
                    movie theater applauding and then getting up from their seats

18:16:33      audience of children and man coming out of movie theater, children
                    getting into “Roxbury” tram, street scene, children getting out of tram,
                    children approaching exterior of “The Johnstown Tribune”, children
                    reading bulletin about $5000 reward for “...Escaped Robber, Last Seen
                    Carrying Black Bag”, children deciding to go after robber, baby laying
                    on ground and dog taking away toy with face on end of stick, people going
                    into and children looking in window of neon lighting store, two men
                    inside store looking at catalog, children walking on sidewalk, children
                    looking into store and seeing man taking jewelry out of black bag, children
                    walking away, children seeing man with black bag getting into car at used
                    car lot and driving away, children running along sidewalk, children getting
                    into tram, children chasing after man with black bag jumping into back of truck,
                    man helping children to get into back of van with sign: “Morrellville Cleaners
                    - Johnston, PA”, views of van chasing man in back of truck, man getting out of
                    truck, views of children running after man in lumber yard, man giving woman
                    on motorcycle money in exchange for giving him a ride, children being left
                    behind as motor cycle takes off down street, “Next Day The Search Continues”
-18:23:19     (1940s)  <continued below - 18:36:04>

18:23:24      <home movies> CSs young boy smiling, boy standing outdoors waving    [silent]
-18:24:50     and throwing kiss at camera lens, MCSs grandfather reading Mother
                    Gooseville book to boy  (1920s or 1930s)

18:24:54      order form from Zoological Society of Philadelphia ordering delivery       [silent and
                    of one tiger, image of tiger bursting forth through order form,                  sound narration]
                    overhead view of tiger walking in African jungle, MCS African hunter
                    blowing into dart gun, chimp being forced into burlap bag, views of
                    black leopard? being carried in cage by natives, CS white hunter,
18:25:13      ship at sea, view from ship of sunset, elephant act with trainer connecting
                    trunks of two elephants and being lifted up as they rear up on their hind legs
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18:25:41      grandfather continuing to read Mother Gooseville book to boy,                [silent]
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-18:26:34     boy coming to sit on grandfather’s lap with grandmother sitting
                    next to them and boy then showing four fingers and grandfather
                    giving him a coin and then grandfather kissing grandmother on her
                    mouth and then kissing boy on his mouth

18:26:35      views of mother in bed with newborn laying on top of her                         [also see above
-18:27:31                                                                                                                     18:05:45-18:05:55]

18:27:31      mother with newborn and boy, CS boy with baby, boy and baby on          [silent]
-18:28:41     chairs behind cake with one candle

18:28:45      various family scenes - mother with two children in living room with        [silent]
                    radio in background, CSs children, quick view of boy next to father
                    holding baby, views of mother in auto with baby and boy standing on
                    running board with snow on ground

18:30:03      CS toddler in white dress outdoors, views of boy and girl with toddler     [also see below
-18:31:00     in white dress outdoors, people walking by lake, young people in            18:42:50-18:43:46]
                    bathing suits at lake making a human pyramid

18:31:00       and then falling down, children swimming at public swimming pool,
                    children sitting at table in back yard drinking milk and having cookies,
                    views of children in line at “Bethlehem Owned and Operated Dairy Food
                    Store” eating ice cream, mother with two children coming out of shoe store,
                    children with dogs (mixed breed and Shitsu), boy eating cake, boy and little girl
                    on swing, mother pushing girl on swing, mother and children fishing at lake,
                    mother showing off catfish, father with children fishing, mother with children
                    standing before apple? tree with mother holding little girl while picking fruit,
                    views of family members posing, man kissing woman, young woman with
-08:34:44     girl shaking hands and talking

18:34:48       man (George Gore) holding up slate and speaking about accidents          [sound - but not
-18:35:07     at home: “ Home Sweet Home Accounts For More Accident Deaths       in sync]
                    Than Any Other One Accident Classification Including Traffic.                [also see above
                    Remember This. Avoid Accidents In The Home. Always Be Careful”      18:02:42-18:02:45]

18:35:10      commercial for Miller’s Dairy - van pulling up to house and milkman       [color & b/w]
-18:35:54     taking milk to front porch, milkman speaking with mother, CS girl           [sound-narration
                    on porch drinking chocolate milk from bottle, views of girls at table         distorted]
                    in garden drinking chocolate milk [color], boy on porch drinking
                    chocolate milk, van passing by exterior of Miller’s Dairy store [b/w]
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18:36:04       <continued from above - 18:23:19> - children following robber in diner   [silent]
-18:42:35     with one boy sneaking up and taking black bag away, robber chasing
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                    after children down sidewalk, robber outside “Tops Diner”, tire store
                    exterior, trick photography of many children coming out of stack of tires,
                    man chasing children, exterior of Sears, Roebuck And Company store,
                    views of children on sidewalk throwing pies at man, policemen putting
                    man in back of patrol wagon, children collecting reward, money being
                    counted, “You Deserve The $5000 Reward”, children leaving bank,
                    “We’re Loaded, Pinky, Let’s Have A Picnic”, children into chartered bus,
                    children in country store buying ham and watermelons, children getting
                    back into bus, sign: “Shady Nook”, children having picnic, clown
                    performing, soda being delivered by trucks, views of children at long table
                    eating sandwiches and drinking sodas, ACCELERATED motion shots
                    of children eating pieces of watermelon, children back into bus, messy
                    picnic table, “So, Until We Meet Again - So Long!”, bus leaving
                     <some rolling frame lines>

18:42:36      cameraman cranking camera on top of van                                                [silent]
-18:42:42     “George Gore Productions”

                    <home movies>
18:42:47       couple kissing                                                                                          [silent]

18:42:50      CS toddler in white dress outdoors, views of boy and girl with toddler     [also above
                    in white dress outdoors, people walking by lake, young people in            18:30:03-18:31:00]
                    bathing suits at lake making a human pyramid

18:43:49      still photo of boy, grandparents outdoors with little girl, CS mother
-18:45:48     holding little girl, little girl in toy vehicle, views of various members
                    of family posing  (1920s or 1930s?)

18:45:48       woman at home passing wet laundry through rollers of hand                    [silent]
-18:46:07     operated washing machine                                                                        [also see more
                                                                                                                                    complete images
                                                                                                                                     above with sound
                                                                                                                                    18:02:30-18:02:39]

18:46:07      still photographs of boys                                                                           [silent]
-18:46:22
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18:46:26      <home movies> HA view over city, “Pittsburgh - ‘The Workshop            [silent]
                    Of The World’”, “Pittsburgh -‘The Home Of Famous Stage And
                    Screen Stars’”, couple kissing, boy pointing toy gun at woman
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                    holding parrot, views of old couple outdoors, girl doing gymnastic
                    splits at home, views of woman in dress turning around, boy trying
                    to feed wooden puppet, boy walking down stairs outside house, boy
                    and girl with toy animals, people posing by airplanes, men opening
                    trunk of auto, children in sandbox, views of parents outdoors with
                    little girl, girl holding and kissing baby, many family members at table
                    playing cards and laughing, man giving woman flowers on porch,
                    mother with children
18:50:12      mother holding child and father standing in front of and looking back
                    at Christmas tree
18:50:26      views of woman in bathing suit on beach waving and blowing kiss,
                    women in bathing suits on beach throwing ball around, woman in
                    bathing suit riding bicycle on boardwalk, woman standing up in boat,
                    CS woman holding little girl with curls in the middle of her forehead
-18:50:57     (1930s or 1940s?)

18:51:02       director with singer on film set                                                                 [sound]
-18:51:20

18:51:20       views of Russell Brothers Circus in Johnstown, PA - tents, Hoot             [sound-narration]
-18:51:33      Gibson talking to little girl with elephants in background                         [also see below
                                                                                                                                    18:56:40-18:57:13]

18:51:37       family outside out house, girl on bike, children on horse-drawn cart,        [silent]
                     couple posing and kissing, mother with children at rail of ship,
                     CSs children, exterior of large government? building, mother and
                     children with building in background, children outside, children playing,
                     various CSs children and family members, children playing in leaves,
                     winter scene overlooking valley, children shoveling and playing in snow,
                     little girl dressed up in winter coat, calendar indicting Valentine’s Day,
                     CSs girl, family at dinner, birthday party for girl  <some decomp>

18:55:44       Hoot Gibson and little boy with clown and other circus performers,
                     CS parents and child, little boy dressed up in cowboy outfit,
                     Thanksgiving dinner - father saying prayer; family eating

18:56:23      mother in bed with newborn laying on top of her                                      [also see above
-18:56:27                                                                                                                    18:05:45-18:05:55&
                                                                                                                                   18:26:35-18:27:31]

18:56:27      still of large family posing, CSs little girl
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18:56:40      views of Russell Brothers Circus in Johnstown, PA - tents, Hoot              [silent]
                    Gibson talking to little girl and lifting her up and giving her kisses            [also see above
-18:57:13     with elephants in background  <some decomp>                                        18:51:20-18:51:33]
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18:57:13      “‘Buddy’ Gore of Johnstown, PA Gets First Lesson ‘How To Shoot        [silent]
-18:57:51     Injuns’ From Tom Mix Himself!” - Tom Mix and boy with toy gun
                    on his arm at circus  <some decomp>

18:57:51       CS Huskie dog, views of man feeding Huskie dogs in cage
-18:58:33      <some rolling frame lines>


